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The Moscow metro escalators have faced significant construction delays, and an accident last month
injured ten people when an escalator was stopped abruptly. Maxim Stulov

The head of the Moscow metro escalator service has been fired in the wake of an accident that
injured ten last month and repeated reconstruction delays.

A metro spokesperson confirmed to Interfax that escalator services head Alexander Ikenkin
had been removed from his position, but a source in the metro denied that he was fired from
the metro completely and said he had only been demoted to a lower position.

"Ikenkin was not dismissed from the metro, as reported by some media," the source told
Interax. "He was appointed deputy head of the escalator services for reconstruction."

The source declined to name a reason for the shakeup, which occurred weeks after a woman
broke her spine and nine other people were injured when an escalator heading into metro
station Komsomolskaya stopped sharply. An official report about the causes of the accident is
due within several days.



The metro's escalators have been plagued by slow construction and delays, which experts say
is partly due to a monopoly on escalator production. Currently, a single company, St.
Petersburg-based Eles, produces escalators for the metro system.

The company, which has produced escalators for the city since 1978, works at maximum
capacity and frequently fails to meet deadlines. This has caused delays in reconstruction, such
as in the case of the Park Kultury circle line station, which opened late last month about 5
months after the originally planned reopening date.

RBC News reported last month that city authorities have contracted another company,
Transmashholding, to produce additional escalators that could be ready by the second half of
this year.

Transmashholding is co-owned by the new head of the Moscow transportation department,
Maxim Liksutov, though City Hall has denied that there is a link between Liksutov's
appointment and the city contracts, saying that the company had been a long-time partner of
the city.

Last week, city officials announced a huge expansion of the metro system to add 70 stations
and 150 kilometers of new track by 2020.
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